
A Crazy Man chasing a realistic Dream 

My dream is so clear “Bring Happiness to as much people as possible”. The Dream of mine stays the same, but 

the execution of that changing in various forms. In my mind now, Life is so short that people can waste only in 

irrelevant things like moneys, power, fame… ok those are necessary, but was not Happy is the goal of 

everything? So that, to bring “real” happiness, the people must realize what really happiness is at first, then 

focus solely on that core in a balanced way, which is when they need help. Within my power: understanding 

youngsters (age various from 16-24), marketing/communication skills and psychology skills, what I have to do 

right now is Mentoring them, as much qualitative as possible. 

Back to the start, what I did to archive my dream now? My journey comes from a little schoolboy at a far 

district in Ho Chi Minh, the boy soon figured how easy it is people can be motivated to archive something 

they really want. From then, before after graduate in Advanced Program in Natural Science University, I keep 

forming groups of youngster to seek for the Ultimate Happiness Medicine, firstly with whom I can affect the 

most. The results were predictable, almost ALL OF THEM FAIL: one NGO, one Dating Service, one Cloud 

Service and only one Education Product is surviving until now. That is the reason after those fail, I decided to 

rest start-up and worked like-hell at big cooperation (which was not comfortable a bit). After all that, Monkey 

in Black is now my only sanctuary, the sole basement for me to archive my dream “Bring Happiness to 

people”. Why delay our dream for every moment chasing strange pavements? 

I am chasing my dream, every day, not in a dreamer way, but a realist way. Which is easy, I am building my 

people from Mentoring and Coaching (M&C). Easy said than done, choosing M&C as the core, which mean to 

risk. What did I risk? I risked investing my time on young and childish people, which is uncertain and easy 

waving. I risked my money for youngsters trying their own ideas and solutions. I also risked my trust putting 

on whom nobody would trust. People call me crazy (and I love it) THANK GOD I was succeed, MIB is not 

only survive but also famous by being innovative, enthusiastic and funny, all thanks to M&C systems was 

formed from the very beginning of MIB. Now MIB – Monkey in Black Coffee have more than Forty strong 

staff, Three Basement and appeared in more than Fifty articles about innovations, start-ups people and crazy 

ideas for community. 

One of the realistic ways to archive my dream is “Mentoring Skills”. The reason behind “MIB Phenomena” 

absolutely is Mentoring. MIB have good people, good culture, good development and the love people giving to 

each other are surprising. Therefore, in the future, for the development of MIB, for the sake archiving my 

dream, Mentoring is one of the essential skills for me to be nurtured. And you know what? It is so amazing, 

fantastic and orgasmic after you invest times, care and observation to one person, see them changes, develop 

to their full and reaching the state of happiness stably. I think that really is most important reason why I love 

Mentoring this much. 

I am a passionate person, joining this program, inspired by a Ted, first is to build SME strong and healthy by 

contribute my skills – Communication skill – by commitment and my mentoring skills sets; but in the same 

time, in my term, I would have the charge sharpen my skills of Mentoring to the full by archive great results 

mentoring my people and from SME Mentees. And results are what I am seeking for participating SME 

Mentoring program. 

I am young (not over 30s yet), passionate, results-oriented, super open-minded and learning continuously to 

archived my dream (now is Mentoring young people). Being a mentor in SME will help me to be closer to my 

dream, for me to continue being a real CRAZY DREAMER. 


